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Overview

´ Naming Registers and Intervals

´ The psychophysics of Sound

´ Rāga systems of India

´ Tonal Extensions



Registers and Intervals

Registers divide the audible range into broad areas the size of octaves
Intervals are a more exact measure of point-to-point distances throughout a range



Intervals – cont'd
Tonal interval numbering system



Psychophysics of Sound - Overview

´ Sound wave
´ Compound sound waves
´ Vibration in partials

´ Complex waves/noise

´ Audible range – “what we can hear”
´ Intensity and loudness

´ Tuning systems 
´ Interval ratio theory of consonance and dissonance
´ Tone color

´ Electronic music



Relationship of human 
beings to 
electromagnetic 
spectrum

Interactions between 
waves, skin and eyes 
yields the term 
psychophysics



Sound wave

Simple sine waves 
displaying relationship 
between the variable 
properties of 
amplitude and 
frequency



Compound sound waves

Analysis of a 
compound wave into 
its component sine 
waves



Vibrations in partials

What recurring periods 
of a compound wave 
with many 
partials may look like



Complex waves, or noise

Example a. is a tuning 
fork being struck by a 
wooden mallet

Example b. is a bell.
Importantly, none of 
the overlapping 
frequencies reinforce 
a fundamental, 
causing the 
perception of noise

Different forms of 
noise: white, colored



Audible range
Traces the "just 
noticeable 
differences" in pitch 
throughout the 
audible range of most 
ears



Intensity and Loudness

If you were standing 10 
feet away from any of 
these instruments, the 
relative intensity and 
loudness would be 
perceived as 
displayed on the right



Intensity and loudness cont'd
Threshold curves

Lowest is threshold for 
hearing in decibels 
and highest is 
threshold for 
feeling/pain



Intensity and loudness cont'd
Phons: measure equal 
loudness between 
sounds and make it 
possible to relate 
physical pressure to 
perceived loudness

Sones: make it possible 
to measure unequal 
loudness between 
sounds and is equal to 
40 phons, placing it at 
the threshold of 
intelligibility



Tuning systems

Displays frequencies of the equal-tempered system through ten octaves in Herz



Interval ratio theory 
Displays intervals in the 
partial series as whole-
number ratios

Principles of 
consonance and 
dissonance have been 
attributed throughout 
history: Pythagoras, 
Rameau or Hindemith



Interval ratio theory cont'd

Attempt made to plot 
consonant-dissonant 
characteristics of 
various interval ratios



Tone color
According to Helmholtz, 
tone color is defined 
by "the combination of 
different partial tones with 
different intensities" 
equating to varying 
spectra of sound

Example to left shows 
spectra of C4 and height 
of wedges indicates 
relative intensity



Electronic music

Sawtooth wave form 
and its spectrum

Combinations of 
simple, complex, and 
compound tones 
available through a 
variety of synthesized 
sounds



Electronic music cont'd

Square and triangular 
waves and their 
spectra; similar partials 
but different intensities



Electronic music – cont'd

Enlarged response 
decibel level

Further variance in 
cycle size



Rāga systems of India

Chromaticism allowed, but variability in pitch choice is largely 
determined by the raga being performed



Raga cont'd

72 combinations of tetrachords exist, which are subject to chromatic or other 
alterations yielding an infinite number of available options

Assonances: emphasized tones; and dissonances: tones unavailable to a raga



Raga cont'd



Raga cont'd



Tonal extensions - overview

´ Seventh Chords

´ Inversions of triads

´ Local linear elaboration of harmonies

´ Chromaticism – elaborating, tonicism, and modulating 

´ Linear harmonies



Seventh chords

Examples of tonal suspense through prolongation



Inversions of triads



Local linear elaboration of harmonies

´ Discussion of Rameau's "limited acknowledgement of linear elaboration"
´ Defined as "the elaboration of a single triad tone by a spatially adjacent tone"

´ These are dissonant, nonharmonic tones and are shown below

´ Passing tone

´ Returning tone

´ Neighbor tone

´ Appoggiatura

´ Suspension

´ Anticipation



Chromaticism – elaborating, tonicism, and 
modulating 

´ Elaboration: use of passing, returning, and neighbor tones, appoggiaturas, 
suspensions, and anticipations

´ Tonicism: members of the tonal progression are treated as if they were 
tonic

´ Modulation: a harmony other than tonic is treated as if it were tonic



Linear harmonies

´ Tonality results from linear harmonic progression to a tonic
´ As harmonies with tonal functions: e.g. various linear elaborations previously 

discussed

´ Or as simultaneous linear motion in several voices

Mozart's Fantasy in d 
minor


